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“3 is reachable from 0” = there is a path from 0 to 3

REACHABILITY



120 Computable functions on sets with atoms

could easily write a multiplication function, by using a while loop to implement
multiplication in terms of iterated addition. One could also write a primality
test. The following program looks like it computes the set of all primes:

P := ;
for x in N

if prime(x) then P := P [ {x}

Actually, the program does not terminate, because the body of the for loop
has unbounded running time, and the semantics says that such loops do not
terminate. ⇤

Example 48. [Reachability] We write below a program which inputs a binary
relation R and a set of source elements S, and returns all elements reachable
(in zero or more steps) from elements in S via the relation R. The program is
written using until, which is implemented by while in the obvious way.

function reach (R,S)

New := S

repeat

Old := New

for (x,y) in R do

if x 2 Old then New := Old [ {y}
until Old = New

The program above is the standard one for reachability, without any modifica-
tions for the setting with atoms.

The program can be run for any atoms, including non-oligomorphic ones.
Sometimes, it might even terminate (and thus give the correct result). For ex-
ample, if atoms are Presburger arithmetic and the relation R is the definable set
of pairs of natural numbers which disagree modulo 3, and S is {0}, then the
program will terminate in two iterations of the until loop and return the set of
all natural numbers. However, if R would represent the successor relation (or
transition function of a nonterminating Minsky machine), then the program
might not terminate.

If the atoms are an oligomorphic structure, then the program will always
terminate in a finite number of steps. The argument was given already in Exer-
cise 46, but we repeat it here. Suppose that ā is a tuple of atoms that supports
both the relation R and the source set S. Let X be the set that contains S and
every element that appears on either the first or second coordinate of a pair
from R. The set X is easily seen to be supported by ā and to have finitely many

Computes elements in R reachable from S
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WHAT HAPPENS IF R IS INFINITE?

THEORY CAN HELP!

iterates over infinitely many pairs

compares potentially infinite sets

tests membership of a potentially 
infinite set



THEORY OF NOMINAL SETS



SYMMETRY GROUP
“Transformations under which an object is invariant”

group under composition
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DATA TRANSFORMATIONS

𝔻 data values

permutationsπ : 𝔻 → 𝔻

ℕ
EXAMPLE
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1 0π :
identity elsewhere

(bijective functions)



NOMINAL SET

(S, ⋅ )
LEFT ACTION

π ⋅ s = s′�

𝗂𝖽 ⋅ s = s
π ⋅ (π′� ⋅ s) = (π ∘ π′�) ⋅ s

permutation “acts” on 
data structure s

𝗌𝗎𝗉𝗉(s) ⊆ 𝔻

∀π fixing 𝗌𝗎𝗉𝗉(s)

π ⋅ s = s
DATA STORED IN s

each            has finite supports ∈ S

collection of data structures



EXAMPLE: STRINGS

(Str, ⋅ )

π ⋅ abcd = π(a)π(b)π(c)π(d)

𝗌𝗎𝗉𝗉(abcd) = {a, b, c, d}



S =

ORBIT

𝗈𝗋𝖻(s) = {π ⋅ s ∣ s ∈ S, π permutation}

orbit-finite = can be partitioned into finitely-many orbits

𝗈𝗋𝖻( )

𝗈𝗋𝖻( ) 𝗈𝗋𝖻( )
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WE CAN COMPUTE OVER ORBIT-FINITE SETS!

𝗈𝗋𝖻( )

𝗈𝗋𝖻( ) 𝗈𝗋𝖻( )

𝗈𝗋𝖻( )

𝖿𝗈𝗋 𝗑 ∈ 𝖲 𝖽𝗈
𝗑 ∈ { }, , ,

𝖺𝗅𝗀𝗈𝗋𝗂𝗍𝗁𝗆(𝖨𝟣, …, 𝖨𝗇) = 𝖮

𝖨𝟣, …, 𝖨𝗇, 𝖮 orbit-finite nominal sets



REACHABILITY

𝖱 finite binary relation
orbit-finite

reachable elements form an orbit-finite set
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 A LOT OF COOL STUFF!

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

AUTOMATA LEARNING ALGORITHM

https://www.mimuw.edu.pl/~bojan/upload/main-7.pdf

“SIGHTLY INFINITE SETS”

https://www.mimuw.edu.pl/~erykk/lois/LOIS (C++)

https://www.mimuw.edu.pl/~szynwelski/nlambda/NLAMBDA (HASKELL)

Joshua Moerman, Matteo Sammartino, Alexandra Silva, Bartek Klin, Michal Szynwelski: 
Learning nominal automata. POPL 2017: 613-625

AUTOMATA THEORY 
Mikolaj Bojanczyk, Bartek Klin, Slawomir Lasota: 
Automata Theory in Nominal Sets. Logical Methods in Computer Science 10(3) (2014)

(continuously updated)

https://dblp.uni-trier.de/db/conf/popl/popl2017.html#MoermanS0KS17

